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Introduction:  The use of aerogel as a capture me-

dium for particles traveling at high speeds has been 
long established (see [1] for a recent review). Aerogel 
collectors have several times been deployed in Low 
Earth Orbit. Recently, the Stardust space mission [2] 
has returned to Earth (Jan. 2006) carrying aerogel 
which was used to collect an estimated 2800±500 
freshly emitted cometary dust grains (size > 15 µm) 
from comet P/Wild-2 at 1.86 AU [3]. The ambient 
temperature of the aerogel at this distance from the 
Sun will be less than in previous uses of the material 
in space and also lower than that found in previous 
laboratory experiments. Accordingly, we have carried 
out a series of light gas gun impacts of small particles 
into aerogel at a range of aerogel temperatures. This is 
to determine if any significant effects are found as a 
function of the aerogel ambient temperature.  

Experimental Method:  The two stage light gas 
gun of the University of Kent was used in this work 
[4]. The projectiles were small glass beads, pre-sorted 
to have a diameter of 50 ± 1 µm. Clouds of several 
projectiles were fired in each shot. The average speed 
of the shots was 6.4±0.2 km s-1, close to the 6.1 km s-1 
at which Stardust collected cometary grains. The den-
sity of the aerogel used was 60 kg m-3, slightly higher 
than the Stardust aerogel density.  

The aerogel was placed in a metal container, with 
good thermal contact between the walls and the 
aerogel. The walls were steel blocks 1 cm wide. Before 
each shot the aerogel was loaded into the target holder 
and placed in a freezer for 3 to 5 days (the longer pe-
riod was for the lower temperature work). The aerogel 
temperature was measured by a sensor pushed into the 
aerogel and was read out electronically during the 
shots. Thus all temperatures quoted are of the aerogel 
at the moment of the shot.  A range of temperatures 
from 175 to 293 K was used and 5 shots were per-
formed in this range. Multiple impacts were obtained 
at each temperature. 

Results:  The tracks found in each shot were 
measured with an optical microscope. The entrance 
hole diameter, track length and diameter of the cap-
tured particle were measured for each aerogel sample. 
The number of measurements of each type is given in 
Table 1. In some cases, tracks overlaid each other 
when observed through the microscope, so at 260.5 K 
2 tracks were not measured although the entrance 
holes were. Similarly, at 175.5 K it was not possible to 

observe the captured particle at the end of one track. 
The measured values at each temperature were then 
averaged and the error shown on the mean value is the 
standard deviation of the data about the mean. 

 
Table 1: Details of numbers of measurements 

Temp. (K) Number of measurements 
 Entrance 

hole 
Track 
length 

Captured 
particle 

175.5 10 10 9 
219.0 6 6 6 
260.5 11 9 9 
290.5 4 4 4 
293.0 8 8 8 

 
In Figure 1 the results are shown for track length. 

As usual, inside each shot there were a range of track 
lengths observed, with, in some cases, a standard de-
viation of up to 13% around the mean value. A linear 
fit to the data does not indicate a significant gradient. 
Thus over the range of temperatures used, no system-
atic variation of track length with temperature was 
found and the average track length was 6.6±0.6 mm. 
The normalized track length (track length/particle 
dia.) is 132 ±12, quite compatible with the prediction 
of 139 for impacts in aerogel at this density and speed 
[1]. 
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Figure 1. Track length vs. aerogel temperature 
 
The entrance holes in the surface of the aerogel 

were measured. Although not quite circular, several 
diameters were measured for each hole and averaged 
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to give a single value of that hole. The values for all 
holes in each sample of aerogel were then averaged in 
turn. The resulting averages are shown vs. aerogel 
temperature in Figure 2.  Although the datum at 293 
K is slightly lower than the other data points, it is 
within 2σ of the mean of the other data and is thus not 
taken as indicating any particular divergence. A linear 
fit to the full data set produces a line with a slope with 
an uncertainly equal in magnitude to the gradient.  
The data are thus again found to be independent of 
aerogel temperature with an average value of 
0.308±0.058 mm. 
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Figure 2. Entrance hole dia. vs. aerogel tempera-
ture 
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Figure 3. Measured diameter of captured particles 

versus aerogel temperature. 
 
The particles captured at the end of each track 

were measured. Two diameters were obtained for each 
and averaged, although no significant non-circularity 
was detected. The mean diameter was then obtained at 

each temperature and is displayed vs. aerogel tempera-
ture in Figure 3.  This time for completeness we show 
the result of a linear fit to the data, but again the gra-
dient is found to be compatible with the uncertainty in 
that value and the square of the regression coefficient 
is 0.5. Thus we again conclude that there is little sys-
tematic variation with temperature. We note however, 
that the mean captured particle diameter was found to 
be 53.6±2.3 µm, slightly greater than the original size 
of 50 ± 1 µm. This is however of marginal statistical 
significance and we note that the reproducibility of 
optical measurements in our system is of order 2 � 3 
µm. 

Conclusions:  We have carried out a systematic 
study of how hypervelocity particle capture in aerogel 
depends on the temperature of the aerogel. Over the 
range of temperatures used (175 � 293 K) no signifi-
cant effect was found for track length, entrance hole 
diameter or captured particle size. Indeed, the scatter 
on the data at any one temperature is compatible with 
the observed scatter between the mean values at dif-
ferent temperatures. 

The temperature of the Stardust aerogel at the 
moment of cometary encounter has not been definitely 
established. Although aerogel is optically transparent, 
the Stardust aerogels are held in a metal container and 
it is the ambient temperature of the spacecraft which 
may dictate the aerogel temperature. However, simple 
models of equilibrium temperature based on solar flux 
and reasonable estimates of albedo and emissivity sug-
gest the temperature should not be outside the range of 
values used here.  

Thus given the lack of sensitivity to temperature 
found here, we do not anticipate any significant varia-
tion of the capture properties of the aerogel used on 
Stardust with those measured in laboratory calibra-
tions at room temperature.  
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